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In September 1962, an environmental science book Silent Spring by Rachel Carson was 

published. It was a book that raised questions with environmental problems that became the 

rallying point for the new environmental movement in the 1960s, when social revolutions of all 

sorts were springing from societies worldwide. 1960s was also a time when Pop Art movement 

dominated the art scene, a trend that challenged traditions of the fine arts world and incorporated 

mass and popular culture into art. It was this newborn environmental consciousness, mainly 

aroused by the threats of a decaying ecosystem, and the reaction to the Pop Art culture that 

became overtly consumerist and commercialized, that gave birth to the Land Art and the Eco Art 

(also called Environmental Art) movements. This essay will examine these two different yet 

fundamentally connected art movements from the late 1960s-70s, and explore the meanings in 

the selected artworks to show how environmentalism is (re)presented in these pieces.  

Land Art emerged from a branch of Conceptual Art, which was partly a response to Pop 

Art in the 1960s. Conceptualism is based on the idea that art could be a concept. It questions the 

notion of “art,” and believes that viewers are the artists of the works themselves. During this 

period, a group of artists started protesting against the restricted venue for art production and 

began to experiment with different space and materials to create art. The Land Art Movement 

was born under this environment. Land Artists started working outdoors and participated in 

activities such as painting and sculpting the landscapes. Many Land Art projects included 

sculpting the earth in remote places and creating site-specific installations with materials 
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acquired directly from the location. Earth itself was used as a stage, material, and canvas for the 

production of art. On top of this change in production methods, Land Art also reflected the 

artists’ rejection of the commodity status of art and the mainstream exhibition venues. Creating 

outside the restricted venues of museums, galleries, and exhibit spaces, Land Artists challenged 

the idea that art is to be bought and sold for profit, and to be displayed in an exclusive world - all 

of which reflected the rebellious spirit of the era of protest in the 1960s. 

Under this new movement stood out the first major Land Artist, Walter de Maria (1935-

2013). 

 

This is the most famous Land Artwork, also called earthwork, created by Walter de Maria. It is 

located in a desert near Quemado, New Mexico, and is composed of a grid of four hundred 
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highly polished steel poles, each 20ft high and 200ft from one another. Titled Lightning Field, 

this installation would not be complete without the participation of the mother nature. It relies on 

the happening of lightning, and with the help of it, Lightning Field performs an invincible force 

and mystery of nature, as demonstrated by the image above.  

Another influential Land Artist is Robert Smithson (1938-1973). The work below by 

Smithson, Spiral Jetty (1970), was one of the most famous and iconic earthworks ever produced.  

 

Robert Smithson made the decision to move his works into outdoor areas in the late 1960s 

(around 1969), when he became disillusioned by galleries which he described as the “mausoleum 

of art,” as they prohibited the true expression of artistic spirits, and only contributed to the 

commodification and commercialism of art. Created in the Great Salt Lake in Utah, Spiral Jetty 

was an embodiment of a renewed spirit of Smithson. It allowed the artist to include nature as a 

fundamental element in artwork, and transformed the landscape into a canvas from which art is 

created, in and of itself.  
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Besides Smithson, Michael Heizer (1944-) is also one of the more well-known artists of 

the Land Art movement. The image below is one of his earthworks that directly worked with 

land material - the motorcycle drawing, Circular Surface Planar Displacement (1970-72). It was 

created in Dry Lake, Nevada, with the artist riding motorbikes around the surface in circular and 

repeating pattern. 

 

Heizer’s motorcycle drawing also shows how Land Artist directly used the materials provided by 

the location and worked closely with the land to produce pieces that are first and foremost 

“created” by the earth itself. In this respect, the artist may be seen as the facilitator of the 

artwork, and the art manifested an avant-garde and conceptual nature that relied on both the 

artists and viewers to partake and interpret.  

One important question was raised for the Land Art movement, however. Many works of 

Land Art did not necessarily accord with or maintain harmony with the environment. For 
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instance, Smithson’s Spiral Jetty left permanent damage on the landscapes, and many Land 

Artists have had serious disputes with ecologists and environmentalists. Although their artworks 

might include concepts of the spoils of the environment or related concerns, they aligned with 

the conceptual art movement better than they did with environmentalism. From this point 

emerged the Eco Art movement, starting from the 1970s. Eco Art movement may be seen as a 

second iteration of Land Art with an environmentalist touch. It is activism-inspired, and it has 

come to foster more environmental consciousness among society. The next section of the essay 

will then explore the environmental message in the Eco Artworks evolved from Land Art.  

 

These two images are works by Andy Goldsworthy (1956-), a major Eco Artist and 

environmentalist. Goldsworthy creates art from the environment that sparks wonder and asks 

questions about our interaction with nature and our place within. These two Environmental 

Artworks challenge the viewers to reflect on how one perceives nature. They present nature in a 

powerful and magical way that not only shows the strength embedded within her but allows a 
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different reading of environment for the viewers. These artworks represent Eco Art in an original 

way that has fostered a renewed environmental consciousness.   

 

Another Eco Art example is shown in this photo of the artist Aviva Rahmani and her 

project Blued Trees Symphony. The Blued Trees Symphony is a permanent, site-specific art 

installation in the habitat where fossil fuel pipelines and infrastructures were planned to be built. 

Rahmani and other activists opposed to this plan, which would have further exacerbated climate 

change, by launching the Blued Trees project. By painting the trees blue (with no-harm 

pigments) in the natural habitat, Rahmani managed to claim it her artwork, so as to file for and 

leverage copyright law to protect this area that covered over 700,000 trees. Blued Tree Symphony 

challenges the court to protect the land, and celebrates life, joy, and beauty of nature where fossil 

fuel plans were to destroy. The project has since expanded over fifteen sites, each ⅓ miles long, 

and it is truly an epitome of art that is charged with environmental activism and full of important 

purpose and meanings.  
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Last but not least, there was another exhibition that dealt with issues of environmental 

disasters with similar approach. Created by Olafur Eliasson and titled Your Waste of Time 

(2013), the exhibition presented the imminent issue of climate change and showcased Eliasson’s 

own artistic ideas at the same time.  

 

It included display of pieces of ice that broke off from the largest glacier from Iceland. The ice 

represented eight hundred years of earthly existence, for it is believed to have formed around 

1200 AD. The artist aimed to raise awareness of global warming issues, as well as to “put human 

beings’ physical experience in perspective”1 with the idea of time being materialized by the ice’s 

existence here. Olafur Eliasson explained that “Your Waste of Time is a ‘waste of time’ because 

[he] shipped the ice across the world for it to be on view for a short period of time, after which it 

melts away. Then there’s another way in which time is wasted: we take away time from the 

glacier by touching it.”2 This installation not only presented issues with climate change but 

represented an expression of the artist’s idea of time. Like the previous works of Andy 

Goldsworthy, Your Waste of Time exhibited both artistic creativity and a sense of environmental 

                                                
1 Olafur Eliasson’s personal website: https://www.olafureliasson.net  
2 Olafur Eliasson’s personal website: https://www.olafureliasson.net  
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consciousness. It exemplified and provided a way to perceive the artist’ abstract concept, and 

alluded to a concrete and immediate crisis facing our environment.  

1960s was characterized by the height of consumer culture that was translated into Pop 

Art. 1960s also saw the rise of the first wave of environmentalism. Partly as a response to the 

commercial quality of Pop Art, Conceptualism and Land Art movement emerged. And with 

environmental activism starting to flourish, Environment/Eco Art also took shape. This essay 

concludes that from Land Art to Eco Art, artworks have transformed from introspective, in terms 

of one’s search of a new form of artistic expressions, to interactive, in terms of cultivating a new 

sense of environmental awareness in the viewers and representing the artists’ activist spirit. 

While Land Art focuses on creating conceptual art - namely the artist’s own expression - through 

earth materials and landscapes, Eco Art relies on nature to produce an environmental message 

for everybody. In any case, nature is an essential element in these works of art. Indeed, mother 

earth, as the most important aspect in human existence, has inspired activism for the protection 

of her not only in 1968 but today, where we are all entitled to the work for environmentalism.  

 

 


